ANALYSIS: PAYMENTS

Singapore is not yet “all in” on non-cash payments

Local shoppers slow down on digital
payments, as others accelerate
The pandemic has seen Singaporeans reduce their reliance on cash, but not by as much as the fintech
community would have predicted.

S

ingaporeans still love their cash,
despite efforts to use digital
payments over the course of
the pandemic, a survey by McKinsey
has shown. In fact, far from being a
digital trailblazer, the move towards
a cashless society seems to have
hit some relative roadblocks in
Singapore, as evidenced by a slower
adoption rate for digital payments
compared to global peers and even
neighbouring Malaysia.
In 2010, 41% of transactions in
Singapore were already digital or
non-cash, and by 2020 this had risen
to 61%, which on the face of it looks
like an impressive transition. Yet, the
United States moved from 49% to
78% over the same period, and even
neighbouring Malaysia moved its
low base of 7% to 28%.
So why is cash so sticky in
Singapore, when the technology
exists to circumvent its use and the
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Corona cash aversion should have
killed it off? Perhaps one reason
could be that Singapore’s main
non-cash mobile payment option,
GrabPay, has yet to see widespread
use in the city-state.
Globally in retail, the impact
of Corona was not a sustained,
decline but much more a shift in
consumer buying behaviour. In
the first six months of the year,
McKlnsey noted consumers spent
$347 billion online with US retailers,
up 30% from the same period in
2019—corresponding to six times
the annualised 2019 growth rate
of online retail. Amazon, which
operates in Singapore, showed its
second quarter global sales grew
40% boosted in particular by the
tripling of grocery sales. And In
Europe, differences between age
groups eroded as many consumers
(in particular, older shoppers) turned
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to online shopping for the first time.
Consequently, all forms of
electronic peer-to-peer and
consumer-to-business payments
have been expanded. In many
regions, this has mostly benefited
debit cards, which typically align
with lower-value transactions and
are a logical cash substitute for
contact-averse consumers. In Asia,
however, alternative payments,
such as instant and mobile
payments, have grown, while credit
cards have retained their strong
incumbent position.
Perhaps another reason why
cash has not been as impacted in
Singapore as other parts of the world,
is that the banks have kept ther
branches open and ATM’s working.
In contrast, may other countries have
seen branches shut “temporarily”
due to COVID-19. ATM usage fell
by 47% in April, 2020 in India, while
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the United Kingdom experienced
46% declines per month on average
from March to July, 2020.
In Australia, the top four banks
have removed 2,150 ATM terminals
and closed 175 bank branches since
June 4. McKinsey expects that by the
end of 2020, there will be a shift of
four to five percentage points in the
share of global payment transactions
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executed via cash. “This is equivalent
to four to five times the annual
decrease in cash usage observed over
the last few years”.
Reet Chaudhuri, leader of
McKinsey’s Asia Payments Practice
and report author said: “COVID-19
has led to changes in payment
preference and patterns in Asia at
an unimaginable speed. Players in

the industry need to recognise these
changes and adapt quickly to stay
relevant, as well as to capture growth
opportunities. Digitalisation is going
to play a huge role in this process
and support from governments in
Asia is going to be vital in ensuring a
smooth transition.”
The firm’s analysis of 2020 paints
a contrast between the first and
second halves of the year—namely,
an estimated 22% payments revenue
decline in the first half will be
softened somewhat by stronger
performance in the second half.
“Still, we expect full-year 2020 global
payments revenue to be roughly
7% lower than it was in 2019—a
$140-billion decline roughly equal
to recent years’ annual gains,
and 11% to 13%t below our prepandemic projection.
“Beyond this, in some countries
and segments, the likely sustained
increase in digital penetration could
result in a recovery of revenue pools
to levels matching pre-COVID-19
expectations for 2021.”
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